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INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
Let A and B be associative rings with unit, Mod-A and Mod-B categories of 
unital right A-modules and unital right B-modules respectively. For an A-B- 
bimodule *UB , we consider two additive functors; - Ba U: Mod-A + Mod-B 
and Hom,( U, , -): Mod-B - Mod-A denoted by T and Hand they are called 
tensor functor and homo-functor respectively. There are canonical natural 
transformations; 
@: TH + IMod-B 3 y:l Mod-A - HZ 
where l~o,j-A and l~od-B are the identity functors of Mod-A and Mod-B 
respectively, defined by @$,(Zf @ u) = Zf(z~) for every &I, E Mod-B, 
f~ Hom,(U, , MB), u E AuB and (y,v(n))(u) = n @ u for every NA E Mod-A, 
nENA, u E AU, , while we have an isomorphism q; 
~(NA , MB): HomdT(Nd, MB) - HomANA , HWB)) 
defined by (q(f)(n))(u) = f(n 0 4 for every f E Ho=%(T(NA), 1M,), nE NA , 
UEAUB. 
In the present paper, the author studies equivalences between certain full 
subcategories of Mod-A and Mod-B. At the Summer Meeting of Tokyo 
University of Education in 1975, G. Azumaya has given an important example of 
this kind of equivalence, which states that if AU is a projective A-module and 
B = End (AU) then Im( T) = Gen( U,) = Gen( U,) and (PIM: TH(M,) - MS is 
an isomorphism for every MB E Gen( U,). Here Im(T) = {M, E Mod-B 1 M, 
is isomorphic to N @A U, for some NA E Mod-A), Gen(U,) = {MB E 
Mod-B 1 MB is generated by U,}, Gen( U,) = {MB E Mod-B 1 MB is isomorphic 
to a submodule of LB E Gen( U,)}, that is, the smallest subclass of Mod-B 
which contains Gen( U,) and closed under taking submodules, factors and direct 
sums. Furthermore we denote Im(H) = (NA E Mod-A 1 NA is isomorphic to 
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Horn&U, , MB) for some jlJB E Mod-B), C( U,) = {MB E Mod-B j there exists 
an exact sequence X,--f X, + MB + 0 where X1 and X, are direct sums of 
copies of U,}, lJ5 = Homr&B, , QB) where Qe is an injective cogenerator in 
Mod-B and L( UY;) = {NA E Mod-A ( there exists an exact sequence 0 -+ NA + 
Yr -+ YZ where Yr and Y, are direct products of copies I$}. 
With the same notations as above classes of Mod-A or Mod-B, we shall often 
mean the full subcategories of Mod-A or Mod-B whose objects are modules in 
each class if there is no fear of confusion. 
In a previous paper [6J, the author studied the conditions for U, , under which 
T and H induce category equivalences Mod-A N Im( T) and Mod-A N Gen( U,) 
respectively. In this paper, we shall study, more in detail, two kinds of equiv- 
alences Im(H) N Im( T) and Im(H) - Gen( U,) respectively which are induced 
by the functors T and H. In Section 1, we shall study the equivalence Im(H) - 
Im(T) induced by the functors T and H, that is, the equivalence with natural 
isomorphisms u: TH + lIm(r) and w: IImtH) ---t HT. We show that the above 
equivalence holds if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied. 
(1) There exists a natural isomorphism u: TH -+ lIm(r) . 
(2) There exists a natural isomorphism v: lrrno,) -+ HT. 
(3) @: TH-+ Ilm(r) is an isomorphism. 
(4) Y: lImtH) -+ HT is an isomorphism. 
The proof is categorical and as it can be seen from its proof, this is valuable 
only under the situation that T: 3 -+ 9, H: 9 + 9 are the functors between 
categories 59 and 9 provided T is a left adjoint functor of H. In many papers, 
even when there exists a natural isomorphism u: TH -+ lrmfr) , it seems that 
Im(H) and H(Im(T)) are distinguished where H(Im(T)) = {NA E Mod-A 1 NA 
is isomorphic to H(M,) for some MB E Im( T)). We would like to point out that 
they are equal and about criterion for the equivalence Im(H) - Im( T), it is 
required only to calculate Q, or Y. As for the categorical characterization of 
Im(H) - Im( T), we prove Im(H) (resp. Im( T)) is a coreflective (resp. reflective) 
subcategory of Mod-A (resp. Mod-B) with the coreflector HT: Mod-A -+ Im(H) 
(resp. the reflector TH: Mod-B + Im( T)). 
In [4, Theorem 1.11, K. Morita proved that T and H induce a category 
equivalence Im(H) - Mod-B if and only if *U is of type FP and B = End(AU), 
where ,, U is of type FP if c U is finitely generated projective over C, a bicommuta- 
tor of AU and cC BA U, s cU, canonically provided B = End(,U) (and C = 
End( U,)). In Section 2, we shall study the equivalence Im(H) - Gen( U,) and 
the generalization of the above Morita Theorem and we shall give the following 
result. T and H induce a category equivalence Im( T) - Gen( U,) if and only if 
J @A U, E cU, (canonically) and U, generates each submodule of direct 
sums of U, where C = End(U,). Furthermore several other equivalent con- 
ditions using the property Im(H) - Im( T) will be obtained in the theorem. 
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1. THE EQUIVALENCE Im(H) N Im(T) 
The following lemma can be proved by routine calculations. 
LEMMA 1.1. For every NA E Mod-A and MB E Mod-B, we have that 
(1) MA , TWA))(~T(N~)) = YN~ and TVWKA M~)(h.,~d = @be . 
(2) For each f~ Hom,(N, , H(M,)), f = H(+(f)) . YJNA . For each 
g E Hom@‘(N.-d, MB), g = QMB . T(r)(d)- 
(3) %NA) . TPN”) = 1T(N4) and w%J . YH(MB) = h4B, - 
Though we are only concerned with the equivalences between module sub- 
categories, it is better to prove the following result in general situation since it is 
very conspicuous in the theory of equivalences between any categories. The 
notions 77, @, Y denote usual ones similarly defined. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let 9,9 be any categories and T: 9 -+ 9, H: 9 -+ 9 functors 
where T is a left adjoint functor of H. If H considered as H: Im( T) + Im(H) is a 
full functor, then GTtN): THT(N) --f T(N) is an isomorphism for every object N in 
9. Dually if T: Im(H) --+ Im(T) is a fidl functor, tk YRcha) is an isomorphism 
for every object M in 9. 
Proof. Since Y&(N) E Homyi(HT(N), HTHT(N)), there exists g E 
Hom9( T(N), THT(N)) such that H(g) = YHTcN) for every NE 9. By Lemma 1.1, 
(which is satisfied by replacing the modules NA and M, with the objects N in 9 
and M in 9 respectively), 
dg - @i,(N)) = Hk . @T(N)) * yHT(N) 
= H(g) * H(@z-(N)> * KWN) 




Hence g . @T(N) - h-(N) , so @rcN) is a monomorphism, thus it is an isomor- 
phism by Lemnia 1.1. Dually we can prove the latter statement. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let AUB be an A-B&module. The following assertions are
equivalent. 
(1) T = -oAU: Im(H)-+ Im(T) and H = Hom,(U,, -): Im(T)+ 
Im(H) are inverse category equivalences. 
(2) T: L(U:) + C(U,) and H: C(U,) + L( Uz) are inverse category 
equivalences. 
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(3) There are natural isomorphisms u: THT + T and v: H -+ HTH. 
(3)” Q$.: THT -+ T and ?PH: H + HTH are both isomorphisms. 
(4) There is a natural isomorphism u: THT + T. 
(4)* DT: THT ---f T is an isomorphism. 
(5) There is a natural isomorphism v: H + HTH. 
(5)* YH: H -+ HTH is an isomorphism. 
(6) Cok(YN) @A U, = 0 for every NA E Mod-A. 
(7) Homs( U, , Ker(@,)) = 0 for every MB E Mod-B. 
(8) The functor HT: Mod-A -+ Im(H) is a left adjoint functor of the 
inclusion fu ctor I: Im(H) -+ Mod-A. 
(8)* The fun&or TN: Mod-B -+ Im(T) is a right adjoint fumtor of the 
inclusion functor J: Im( T) + Mod-B. 
Remark. In [3, Theorem 1.11, it is proved that (3)* or (4)* implies (8) and 
(8)*, and (3)* is equivalent to (4)*. 
Proof. In general, C( Us) includes Im( T) and L( U$) includes Im(H). 
(2) implies (1). Assume (2). Then Im( T) includes C( Us) and Im(H) includes 
L( Uz), hence (1) holds. 
(1) implies (2). We have only to prove that Im(T) includes C( U,) and Im(H) 
includes L( U,*). Let MB E C( U,) and Z @ Us & Z @ U, + 0 an exact sequence. 
Since Z @ U, E Im(T), we have a commutative diagram 





z1@U, f, .z@U, ------+MB-0 
where u: TH + 1 ,rao.) is a natural isomorphism. Thus Me is isomorphic to 
T(Cok(H( f ))), hence MB E Im( T). 
Similarly L(a) is included in Im(H). 
(3)* implies (3), (4)* implies (4) and (5)* implies (5) are clear. 
(4) implies (4)*. We need only to show that H: Im( T) --+ Im(H) is a full functor 
by Lemma 1.2. Before proving this, we notice that, for g: H(M,) + H(K,), 
g = 0 if T(g) = 0. By the naturality of Y, ?PHtKB) * g = HT(g) * ul,tMB) .Here 
YktKs) is a monomorphism by Lemma 1.1(3), so g = 0 if T(g) = 0. Let 
h E Hom,(HT(N,), HT(L,)). We put k = uT(~,)T(h)u&,A) . Then 
and 
k.u TW,,) = ureA) * T(h) 
k - ~r(iv,) = uwA) - TWk) 
by the naturality of u. Hence T(h - H(k)) = 0, so h = H(k). 
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Dually we can prove (5) implies (5)*. 
(3) = (4) + (5) and (3)” = (4)* + (5)*, so (3) implies (3)*. 
The equivalences of (4)* and (6), (5)’ and (7) are clear by Lemma 1.1(3). 
Clearly (3)* implies (4)* and (5)*. 
(5)” and (7) imply (3)*. We have only to prove that for every iVA E Mod-A, 
(PTtNA) is a monomorphism. By Lemma 1.1(3), Ker(@,cNA)) = Cok(YNA) @A U, 
which is generated by U, since Gen( Us) includes Im( T). But 
so Ker(QTcNA)) = 0. 
(4)* and (6) imply (3)*. For every MB E Mod-B, 
Thus Cok(YH(,s,) s Hom,( Us , Ker(QMB)) = 0, so Y~~,+.rs) is an epimorphism, 
whence an isomorphism by Lemma 1.1(3). 
(3)* implies (8) *. Since T: Im(H) -+ Im(T) is full and faithfull, we have 
isomorphisms for every Ks E Im(T) and M, E Mod-B; 
Homs(Ks , TH(M,)) HomB(@KB’TH(MB1) l Homs( TH(K& TH(M,)) 
7-l r Hom.@(Gd, fWb)) 
n-l(H(KB’MB1l l Homs( TH(&), M,) 
Hom&;,MB) 
- 
* HomdJ(&), MB), 
where T-l is defined by T( T-l(f)) = f for every f E Hom,( TH(K,), TH(M,)). 
Their composition map is Hom,(K, , DMB) by routine calculations, hence it 
satisfies the naturality. Thus TH is a right adjoint functor of J. 
(3)*implies (8). Similarly as above. 
(8) implies (5). Im(H) is a coreflective subcategory of Mod-A with the core- 
flector HT: Mod-A -+ Im(H), so there exists a natural isomorphism V: lImtH) -+ 
HT * I. Hence er,(,s): H(Ms) -+ HTH(M,) is an isomorphism for every 
MS E Mod-B. 
(8)” implies (4). Similarly as above. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE. Let *UB be an A-B-bimodule which satisfies one of the following 
properties; 
(1) B = End(AU) and I . U = U where I is a trace ideal of *U in A. 
(2) A = End( Us) and U * J = U where J is a trace ideal of Us in B. 
Then the condition (6) or (7) in Theorem 1.3 holds. 
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COROLLARY 1.4. If U, is a weak self-generator nd T and H induce an equiv- 
alence Im( T) N Im(H), then Im(T) = Gen( U,). Here U, is called weak self- 
generator ifHom,( U, , MB) = 0 implies MB = 0 for any MB E Gen( U,). 
Proof. We consider an exact sequence 
0 - Ker(@M,b 
@‘+fB 
- HomdUB, MB) CLUB - MB 
Clearly if Me E Gen(UJ, then @MB is an epimorphism. By Theorem 1.3, 
Hom,( U, , Ker(@,J) = 0 f or every MS E Gen( U,), but U, is a weak self- 
generator and Ker(QMB) E Gen(U,), so Ker(QM,) = 0. This means @,B is an 
isomorphism for every MB E Gen( U,). 
2. THE EQUIVALENCE Im(H) N Gen(U=) 
The following Theorem 2.1 is the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let AUB be an A-B-bimodule and C = End( U,). The following 
assertions areequivalent. 
(1) T: Im(H) ---f G(U,) and H: &(Ue) -+ Im(H) are inverse category 
equivalences. 
(2) T: L( U,*) -+ Gen( U,) and H: &( U,) -+ L( U$ are inverse category 
equivalences. 
(3) There exists a natural isomorphism u: TH -+ l~(u,, . 
(3)” @MB: TH(M,) -+ Me is an isomorphism for every Me E ?%( U,). 
(4) Gen(UB) = G(U,) and & @A U, s cU, . 
(4)* Gen( U,) = G( U,) and &’ BA U, g cU, canonically. 
(5) Gen(U,) = G(Ug) and (PTtNA): THT(N,) -+ T(N,.J is an isomor- 
phism for every NA E Mod-A. 
(6) .U tiflat, U, is a weak-selfgenerator nd @rtNA): THT(N,) + T(N,) 
is an isomorphism for every NA E Mod-A. 
Before we prove this theorem, we refer to Lemma 2.2 proved by B. Zimmer- 
man-Huisgen. For the proof, see [6, Lemma 1.41. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let cU, a C-B-bimodule and C = End(lJ,). The following 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) Horn&U, , MB) Qc U, s M, canonically forevery MB E ?%( U,). 
(2) Gen( U,) = G( U,). 
(3) cU is afEat C-module and thefunctor Hom,( U,, -): Gen( U,) -+ Mod-C 
is full and faithful. 
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Proof of TIzeorem 2.1. The equivalences of(1) to (3)* are clear by Theorem 
1.3. 
(1) implies (4) is clear. 
(4) implies (4)*. Let h: cC @A U, + cU, be a C-B-homomorphism obtained 
by assumption, s: AUB -+ ,&’ aA Us an A-B-homomorphism and t: J’ QA 
Us --f cU, a C-B-homomorphism defined by s(u) = 1, @ u and t(2c @ u) = 
Zc * u where u E U and c E C. Clearly t is an A-B-homomorphism and t . s = 
l&3, so 
,,C @A Us = Im(s) @ Ker(t) as A-B-bimodule, 
thus AUs = rZ(Im(s)) @ h(Ker(t)) as A-B-bimodule. Put a projection e:AUB --P 
h(Ker(t)), then it is an element of C. Now we put f = t * h-l: cU, --+ cU, a 
C-B-epimorphism, thenfe = ef. Butfe( U) = t * h-l(h(Ker(t))) = t(Ker(t)) = 0, 
hence 0 = ef(U) = e(U) = e(U) = h(Ker(t)), thus Ker(t) = 0, which means t is 
an isomorphism. 
(4)” implies (3) *. Gen( U,) = Gen(U,) induce a canonical isomorphism 
@&: Hom&UB , MB) Oc UB --+ iVIB defined by @&(f @ u) = f(u) for every 
MB E G( U,), f E Horn&U,, MB), u E U by Lemma 2.2. Let t: J @A U, -+ 
cU, be a canonical isomorphism. We have a commutative diagram 
where vertical maps are isomorphisms. Hence GMB is an isomorphism for every 
MB E Gen( U,). 
(1) implies (5), (5) implies (6) are obvious by Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 2.1. 
(6) implies (1). By Corollary 1.4, H: Gen(U,) --f Mod-A is full and faithful. 
So is a functor Horn&U, , -): Gen( U,) -+ Mod-C. We first show this is full. 
Choose any D E Hom,(Hom,(,Us , MB), Horn&Us , N,)), which can be 
considered an A-homomorphism. Hence there is a unique B-homomorphism 
h: M, + Ns such that D(g) = h *g for every g E Horn&U, , MB). But 
Homs(AUg, MB) = Horn&U,, MB), thus D(g) = h *g for every g E 
Hom,(,UB , MB), as was to be shown. Similarly Horn&Us , -) is faithful. 
Considering .U is flat, Gen( U,) = G( U,) = Im( T) by Lemma 2.2. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
As applications f Theorem 2.1, we shall state Corollary 2.3 and Corollary 2.4. 
COROLLARY 2.3 (K. Morita [4, Theorem 1.11). Let AUB an A-B&module 
and C = End( U,). The following statements are equivalent. 
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(1) T = - aA U: Im(H) --f Mod-B and H = Homs( U, , -): Mod-B + 
Im(H) are inverse category equivalences. 
(2) T: L(q) + Mod-B and H: Mod-B + L( IJ;) are inverse category 
equivalences. 
(3) There is a natural isomorphism u: TH -+ lM,d-s .
(4) @: TH -+ 1 M,,e-B is un isomorphism. 
(5) U, is a generator and & aa U, s oU, . 
(6) U, is a generator and J’ BA U, g oU, canonically. 
(7) AU is of type FP and B s End(, U) canonically. 
Proof. The equivalences of (1) to (6) are the direct consequence of Theorem 
2.2. 
(6) implies (7). Since U, is a generator, o U is finitely generated projective 
and B E End(,U) canonically. Hence it remains to show B g End(,,U) 
canonically. 
B, g End(,U) 
- Hom&C @A u, A =
- HomA Au, Hom&CA , c u>> =
- HomW, 23, =
their composition map is canonical. Thus AU is of type FP. 
(7) implies (6). C is a bicommutator of AU, hence B z End(,U) canonically. 
Thus U, is a generator since oU is finitely generated projective. 
COROLLARY 2.4 (G. Azumaya, 1975). Let AU be a projective A-module and 
B = End(,U), then T and H induce a category equivalence Im(H) N ?%%( U,). 
Proof. We put I and J trace ideals of *LJ in A, U, in B respectively. B  the 
fact I . U = U and (Cok(YNA)) . I = 0 for every NA E Mod-A, T and H induce 
an equivalence Im(T) N Im(H) from Theorem 1.3(6). Furthermore x E x 1 J 
for every x E U by dual basis lemma, hence Gen( U,) = G(UB) since 
Gen(UB) = {MB E Mod-B 1 MS . J = M,}. 
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